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Foreword

“You can do anything you put your heart, mind and soul into. Far more than 
you can imagine. Be fearless. Do it.”
— LL COOL J

Michelle’s story is inspiring to me not just because it is about weight 
loss. For me it is about lifestyle change and the desire to accomplish 
any chosen life’s goals. As a consultant and entrepreneur, I can 
relate first hand with her story of transformation. It is all about taking 
the right decisions and working on them all the way through to 
achievement.

Put in the required work to achieve your goals. There’s no greater 
pleasure in life than to realize that whatever we put our mind to, that 
we can achieve. It doesn’t stop in the mind though, we must 
embrace action. Since we are usually long on resolution and short 
on resoluteness, be motivated by her story to act. 

Make it a lifestyle. Embrace Nike’s mantra – Just Do it!
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Hello!
I am Michelle Bello and here’s my story.

I was a happy kid with no care in the world. I believed
everyone looked at me with envy - cute chubby child, which
seemed then like a sign of affluence. Looking chubby and
cute as a child meant you were well taken care of and
parents wouldn’t want it otherwise.

However, with all that chubby cuteness I had started
experiencing concerns with my weight. At the tender age of
6, I had inflamed tonsils which could not be operated on
because of my weight. Living with the pain was not easy but
I guess ‘you can’t eat your cake and have it’.
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Turning Point 01

The first turning point was at age 10. I was enrolled in a
boarding school and was told that I would lose the weight
due to lack of luxury food, strict meal plans and the overall
discipline of living in a boarding house. Indeed, I lost
weight and by the summer of that year, I was scheduled for
the tonsillitis surgery having lost a lot of fat in school. The
doctor was so happy. I remember him mutter ‘Finally I can
make my patient well’.

Whereas by the next day I woke up with so much pain from
the surgery, my breathing had improved and subsequently I
didn’t have to deal with nursing the recurring and
excruciating sore. However, by the time I graduated from
secondary school, I was the biggest kid in school weighing
in at 65kg. Trust me by this time it was now easier to
describe me by my size.

Big, Fat, Heavy, Obese Michelle !

Finally I can make 
my patient well’. 
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Move to England

Then I moved to England for further studies. OMG!!! I had to live my
western dream by eating every kind of food whenever and however
without considering the effect. Soon enough the weight started
creeping up. I was gradually expanding. I’ve always been chubby, so
in the Nigerian way of thinking I would use all that fat for growth.
Haha! What a way to see it! Little did I realize that I had grown from
a UK clothing size 14/16 to a size 22/24!

Just before 2004, I and my flat mate who was slightly bigger than I
was at the time challenged ourselves to shed some of our excess
weight. We made slow but good progress. We attended Aqua
aerobic classes 3 to 4 times a week, cut out every junk food,
incorporated more fruit and vegetables and cut down slightly on other
food groups. The progress I made meant a lot to me. I dropped from a
UK size 24 to a size 22. My close family and friends finally noticed
that there was some neck between my shoulder and my head. I was
proud of my achievement but sadly, you guessed it – I didn’t keep it
up.
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The Big Move

I returned to my Motherland, Africa. It was my sister’s wedding and 
an opportunity to start a new life. The wedding was fabulous. I had a 
lot of compliments. “Oh how quick and smart you are for a big lady 
and pretty too”. “Such a pretty fat lady with so much energy”. How 
do you think I felt with such comments? Well, I wasn’t bothered. I 
preferred people would see me beyond my physical look for who I 
am on the inside, appreciate me and my intellect. Well, that was 
somewhat the case for some people but not for the majority who as 
much as I hated it would judge me by my appearance before they 
allowed me to show case my intellect and my personality.

Hello!!! This 130kg chic has brains and is worth more than your mind 
can fathom. This is all on the outside people!! Hello!!!
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Reality Kicks In

Reality kicked in after I got a job, some fresh and genuinely good
friends. You will agree with me that looking good will always be
good business. I was able to stylishly dress my 130kg self and was
really good at accessorizing with fancy jewelries too. That didn’t
last for too long. Sooner than you would imagine, dressing my size
became a real challenge. I could no longer go into the shops and
easily get ready-made clothing in my size without having to plan
weeks ahead.

On this particular day, I had a wedding ceremony to attend. All
dressed up, my ‘back’ looked lovely, I loved my big hips but as I
turned round, behold my 50-inch tummy was in the way of my well
put together outfit.

THAT! was my turning point 02
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What the medics said

I hated the fact that every one said I snored. I also realized I
experienced terrible bouts of headaches. I went confidently to
the hospital to complain thinking I was healthy, BUT the doctor
said “Madam try and lose some weight and you will feel better.
Medically, you are fine but these could be signs of metabolic
disorder. Lose some weight and let’s see how you feel”.
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Year 2012

Indeed in 2012 I started another eating healthy 
campaign: More fruits and vegetables, more water and less of 
other food groups (all in moderation). I had to give up some 
food class for a while. After all I have been eating these food 
groups and it has caused nothing but excess weight because I 
had consumed them in excess. I dropped 2kg in 1 month. It 
wasn’t visually noticeable but all my clothes felt comfortable 
and free. The safety pin was now my friend. Like they say, 
“It takes you 4 weeks to notice your body changing, 8 weeks 
for your friends to notice and 12 weeks for the rest of the world 
to notice”.

“It takes you 4 weeks to 
notice your body 
changing, 8 weeks for 
your friends to notice 
and 12 weeks for the 
rest of the world to 
notice”

4 8 12
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It’s looking good

I remember thinking aloud “This is looking good, no going back”. I
was happy with the healthy lifestyle I am living. My body felt lighter,
less tight and the headaches were not there anymore. Walking past
the reception halls at the office, a friend and colleague
complimented me. In his words, ‘You look like you are working on
yourself, why not join me I have a meeting today with someone.
Please come to the conference room at lunch time’. I was curious
and I wondered what it was about.

At lunch time, a head popped in my office cubicle and went 
“Michelle, its time”. I obliged him and we both went into the 
conference room and I was introduced to a lady, a weight loss 
consultant. I immediately became defensive and went on about how 
I had started something and how I loved my progress capping it 
with “I KNOW I WILL NEVER BE SLIM but I just want to lose some 
weight.”

I would then allow her run through her strategy though I already
made up my mind that I would not be obliging her. But guess what?
I did! I signed up for her services as most of the stuff she talked
about I had already started doing but she made it clear that I can
do better than my strategy. Through the help of a
consultant/motivator, I made better progress. I lost more weight and
right there the 45kg weight loss mission started.
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I want more of this!

Having signed up with this lovely consultant, there I was two weeks
on feeling apprehensive, not sure what to expect. I had done
everything I was told to do and did not experience any set back as
cautioned. I was elated and exhilarated to learn that I had lost a
further 8kgs. “I want more of this” I said. Still, no one noticed or
commented about my physical change but I, Michelle and my safety
pins did. The safety pins were my secret companions. By the end of
my 12 weeks journey, I had lost two digit figure. Yes! You guessed
right 45kgs!!!!



How did you do it?

“How did you do it?” was the next question on every ones lip.
Initially, I did not have a weight goal. I just wanted to lose some
weight and I found out there was no stopping me. You are your
own limitation. There is more to weight loss and control. It has to do
with motivation and mental attitude. Just concentrating on reducing
calories is, but a part of the strategy. I fully believe that reducing
weight and keeping it off requires personal motivation and specific
mental attitudes and in many cases this necessitates a lifestyle
change.

Staying slim is a skill. Some people naturally have the skill – but I 
had to acquire it and anyone can. In a sense, it has to do with 
wanting to be slim more than wanting to eat unnecessarily. And not 
to forget the consultant's support and my determination to stay 
focused on my goal.
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4 Years and Counting

It’s 4 years and still counting. I am under 80kgs, four clothing sizes
down, a shoe size down and 2 inches shorter. I hear you laughing
out loud at being 2 inches shorter, but seriously I am. Mostly
because I had my feet cushioned with excess weight which gave
me an extra lift.

Do I feel better for losing the weight? Oh yes!!! I walk into my
closet and not worry about how stuff fit. I go shopping when and
where ever. I stopped trying to prove that what a slim chic can do a
fat chic can do better. Thinking of it, I never got physically tired as a
120kg lady. I can carry on with one activity to another till it was
over. Now I know what it feels like to be tired as I had too much
energy to expend then as a result of the excess food in my system.

Snoring is a thing of the past and best of all I became my own
model. I flaunt my hour glass figure and I can now fit easily into my
sister’s clothes. That was also one of my highlights since she had
always been the skinny one….. And guess what else? First
impression counts, I don’t get judged by my physical appearance
before I am given the opportunity to show case my abilities.
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Why then do people eat too much?

You know now that we become overweight when we eat more food
than we need to maintain our Basal metabolic Rate (BMR) and fuel
our physical activities, and the excess energy intake is mainly stored
as fat. Why then do people eat too much? Most of the reasons are
connected with habits; a conditioned response often is formed and
set in childhood. Exceptions to this are those who have diagnosed
medical reasons and are on medication. But let us scan a few
reasons as to why we overeat.

For many people and I, the weight problem started in childhood.
Apparently, for a baby to be healthy there must be a projection of a
rounded, well fed baby. This made some parents to not only
forcefully feed but also over feed their child/children. There is no
criticism about that. However, if this force feeding ritual continues
into the toddler stage and later into pre-primary stages, an
overeating regime will be established and that child’s body will
accept it as the norm.
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Eat all your food?

Remember the parental phrase that goes, ‘you will not get up from
this table until you have eaten all of your food’. Once again, no
criticism is intended as children should eat carbohydrates, proteins,
greens etc. Quantities and the types of food consumed should
however be cautiously assessed.
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Cultivation of a sweet tooth

From an early age this can become problematic especially if sweets
are seen as a special reward or treat. This sort of habit lasts a
lifetime. Later on, when there is an emotional upset in the person’s
life, consolation is immediately found in eating chocolates, cakes or
other sweet foods. The problem with obesity is over eating and it is
very hard to stop. Guilt about being overweight can sometimes only
be eased by the consolation of more eating. The thought of being
fat and unattractive often drives people to indulge even more
because eating becomes the only pleasure left, thus the obesity
cycle continues.

Who is better? My new self or my old self? Really, I am indifferent
to be honest! The way one feels should not be dependent on body
size but people and the society make you doubt yourself. Don’t get
me wrong, I am not saying don’t lose the excess weight, I am
saying lose the weight for you and for its health benefits!!! I proudly
say My lifestyle change - a lifetime change.

Lessons learnt: My weight loss story is not that of a hero
and I was no superwoman. I learnt a lot of lessons and
from these lessons came the best practices for weight loss.



Calorie restriction helps in weight loss

Yes! This could be in form of food and portion controls. How much
restriction? Medically, we need between 800 to 1200 calories
daily for females and 1000 to 1500 for males. We gain weight
when we consume more calories than we require for each day.
Secondly, eat to nourish your body not for pleasure or as a tool to
deal with issues of life. After overeating, you are left with extra
weight and the sense of guilt. How often have we all tried a ‘new
miracle diet’ and lost weight only to put it back on the moment we
stop taking the miracle cure.

Often, the weight gain is faster than the weight loss and more
weight is gained once the miracle diet is stopped. In essence,
whereas diets work, there must be a game plan to sustain the
weight loss. Again, if you reduce what you eat and stay away from
sugar and get your body moving in form of exercise, you will not
only lose weight but you will also get fit.
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Feeling faint

The idea that one will faint except one eats may have some truth in
it if you have fasted throughout the day. The amount of food
required to combat hypoglycemia is relatively little. It does not
necessitate a binge.

‘Feeling faint’ is an excuse, it is the imp on the shoulder telling you
about the good, solid physical reason why you must eat. We all
need to eat in the evening. It is a habit and would cause a
withdrawal reaction if we didn’t. We need the fix and the fix is
usually some high fat or carbohydrate loaded food. With sensible
weight control, the individual ought to be allowed to fill up on
something but it should be the right type of food.
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You’ll be judged

We are judged by what people see about or perceive of us. So,
first impressions matter a lot. We always have the sense of
contentment and self acceptance that stems from a person’s
appraisal of one’s own worth, significance, attractiveness,
competence and ability to satisfy our own aspirations.

Caution: Before starting any diet,
check with your physician. Be sure that
the excess weight that you are carrying
cannot be attributed to a disorder
which needs medical attention.
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Food is medicine

Food is medicine but food could be your poison. It's advisable you
stay committed to the plan for a minimum of 5 weeks, cutting down
on Sugar. Eat less of non-value adding food such as processed
food. Eat to nourish your body by increasing your Fibre intake. Most
importantly supplement your diet with vitamins and minerals. 80% of
what goes into our mouth is the key to weight loss and 20%
expenditure of Exercise. Get the body moving by beating the
sedentary lifestyle. Engage in activities that interest you then increase
the time and pace gradually. Have a good and healthy relationship
with food (behavioral help with maintenance). Food is not the
enemy; it is how we relate and interact with food that matter most.
Avoid certain foods if you want to get the desired result and
gradually introduce such foods in the right quantity and the right
alternatives and type.
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Exercise burns fat

According to the calorie theory, exercise does little to promote
weight loss. Running a mile or 2.2 kilometers only burns up 300
calories, which equates to two slices of toast or a piece of apple
pie. There are basically three reasons why exercise burns up fat:

 Regular sustained exercise increases the BMR (metabolism of
your body). Your body becomes more efficient at using up
calories even when you are sleeping. Although this calorie
usage is not large, it is significant. Regular sustained exercise
also improves the body’s ability to carry out thermogenesis,
which is the burning up of excess calories as heat.

 The effects of exercise are cumulative. Running a mile (2.2km),
burns up 300 calories, and if you do this three days a week for
a year, it will total 22000 calories or an equivalent weight loss
of 11lb (5kg). Another example is if you carried on eating the
way you do and simply start walking one mile a day, you would
lose a pound a month which is nearly a stone (14lbs or 7kg) a
year.
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 Moderate exercise decreases your appetite. People who do not
exercise have exaggerated appetites and tend to be hungry all
day long.

Our body is designed to be physically active on a regular basis.
One doesn’t need to become a super-athlete but daily activities
should be enough to get the body tuned up. To get maximum
benefit, exercise needs to be regular and sustained.
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“Staying slim is a skill. 
Some people naturally have 
the skill but I had to acquire 
it and anyone can. In a 
sense, it has to do with 
wanting to be slim more 
than wanting to eat 
unnecessarily”

- Michelle Bello
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Lose it. Sustain it!

Having excess weight comes with a lot of problem which I
experienced. However, how we respond to this problem matters a
lot. The best thing is to make a personal decision to surmount the
problem. No matter what your weight loss goal is, you can achieve
it. You can have that body you want without struggling and suffering
for it. You can lose that weight and SUSTAIN IT.

Junk?  Jump!



www.graciousmilifestyle.com

My Weight Management 
Coaching Programs are very 
comprehensive and simply 

cost effective.

Sign up today visit us at 
www.graciousmilifestyle.com 

or get in touch via 

https://www.facebook.com/graciousmilifestyle
https://twitter.com/gracious_mi
https://www.instagram.com/graciousmi_lifestyle/
https://api.whatsapp.com/send?phone=2347036555154
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCo1WeZ81p1q_vh7m1PA9ITw
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